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Abstract. We have established and investigated the sufficient con-
ditions of solvability of the Neumann problem for all classes of fourth-
order improperly elliptic equations in a unit disk K in the space C4(K)\
C3;(K):
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1. Introduction
This paper is devoted to the existence of a solution of the Neumann
problem in a disk for all classes of fourth-order improperly elliptic differ-
ential equations. This problem belongs to fairly important questions of
the correctness of the so-called general boundary value problems for high-
order differential equations, which spring from the works by Hormander
and Wischik, who, with the help of extension theory, proved the exis-
tence of a correct boundary problem for linear differential equations of
arbitrary order with constant complex coefficients in a bounded domain
with a smooth boundary. (Note that this theory obtained its present day
development in the works by Grubb [1] and Hormander [2]). Later, the
question of the correctness of boundary value problems for various types
of differential equations was studied by numerous researchers. Studies
of the Dirichlet problem for second order improperly elliptic differential
equations began from the work by Bitsadze [3], who constructed an exam-
ple of second order elliptic equation for which the homogeneous Dirichlet
problem in a disk has a countable set of linearly independent solutions.
The question of the correctness of boundary value problems is tightly
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bound with investigations of the spectrum of operator of the correspond-
ing problem. As to the works in this direction, we should mention the
recent publications of Albeverio [4], Brown [5] et al. For high order equa-
tions, in particular, for fourth order equations and later for equations
of arbitrary even order 2m; m  2; the Dirichlet problem was studied
by Buryachenko [6–8]. As to the Neumann problem, some conditions of
its solvability in a disk for second order equations containing the low-
est part were obtained by Bonanno and Pizzimenti [9]. For equations of
general form with a homogeneous symbol of the fourth order and higher,
the Neumann problem has been investigated only for the properly elliptic
equation (see [7]). In the present work, we propose to carry over the meth-
ods of investigations of Babayan and Buryachenko, which were applied
for studying the Dirichlet [6] and properly elliptic Neumann problem [7]
for the case of all classes of improperly elliptic Neumann problem. In the
work [13] we have already succeeded in performing this and, as a result,
obtained the sufficient conditions of existence of the classical solution of
the Neumann problem but only for one class of improperly elliptic fourth
order equations in the space C4(K)\C3;(K). Here we extend previous
result and obtain sufficient conditions for all classes of improperly elliptic
fourth order equations.
2. Formulation of the Problem
Consider the Neumann problem in a disk K  R2 for fourth-order
improperly elliptic equations with constant complex coefficients:
L(@x)u = a0
@4u
@x41
+a1
@4u
@x31@x2
+a2
@4u
@x21@x
2
2
+a3
@4u
@x1@x32
+a4
@4u
@x42
= 0; (1)
@2u
@2
j@K= f1; @
3u
@3
j@K= f2; (2)
where ~ is the unit vector of an external normal, @x = ( @@x1 ;
@
@x2
); ak 2
C; k = 0; 1; :::; 4; and f1 2 C1;(@K); f2 2 C(@K) are functions speci-
fied on the boundary @K; 0 <  < 1, which can be prolonged to analytic
functions in the disk K and outside it. We recall the important definition,
which is used below.
Denition 1. Let j be the roots of the characteristic polynomial
L(1; ) = a0
4 + a1
3 + a2
2 + a3 + a4 = 0: We assume them to be
complex, j 2 C, i.e., Eq. (1) is elliptic. The elliptic equation (1) is
called properly elliptic if the roots j are situated equally in the positive
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and negative imaginary planes:
Imj > 0; j = 1; 2;
Imk < 0; k = 3; 4:
As an example of a second order properly elliptic equation, we can
mention the Laplace equation
u = 0; 1 = i; 2 =  i:
As examples of improperly elliptic equations, we can mention the famous
Bitsadze’s examples ([3]):
@
@x1
+ i
@
@x2
2
u =
@2u
@x21
+ 2i
@2u
@x1@x2
  @
2u
@x22
= 0
and 
@
@x1
  i @
@x2
2
u =
@2u
@x21
  2i @
2u
@x1@x2
  @
2u
@x22
= 0:
Further it has been proved (see [10]) that each arbitrary order 2m;
m  2 elliptic equation is improperly elliptic equation, if all differences
'i   'j ; i; j = 1; 2; : : : ; 2m are real. Here 'j is solution of the equation
  tan'j = j ; for each j = 1; 2; : : : ; 2m:
3. Improperly elliptic equations in general position
Assume that all roots of the characteristic equation are simple and
not equal to i. Obviously, for fourth order equations, one can single out
the following two classes of improperly elliptic equations:
1.
Im1 > 0; Im2 > 0; Im3 > 0; Im4 < 0; (3)
2.
Im1 > 0; Im2 > 0; Im3 > 0; Im4 > 0: (4)
The higher the order of the equations, the more such classes can be
singled out: for equations of arbitrary even order 2m, the number of such
classes is m.
Hence, we assume Eq. (1) to be a improperly elliptic equation of
general form, i.e., the roots 1; 2; 3; 4 of its characteristic equation
satisfy (3) or (4).
Let us study the question of solvability the Neumann boundary value
problem (1), (2) for each of these classes. The basic method of our study
is the method of the representation of analytic functions proposed by
Tovmasyan [11]. For using this method, we rewrite problem (1), (2) in
complex variables.
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3.1. Class (3) of Improperly Elliptic Equations
We introduce complex numbers k constructed from the roots k; k =
1; : : : ; 4 of the characteristic equation as follows:
1 =  1   i
1 + i
; 2 =  2   i
2 + i
; 3 =  3   i
3 + i
; 4 =  4 + i
4   i :
Let us rewrite problem (1), (2) in complex variables. We take
x =
z + z
2
; y =
z + z
2i
and then
@
@z
=
1
2

@
@x
  i @
@y

;
@
@z
=
1
2

@
@x
+ i
@
@y

:
Applying these expressions to the derivatives that enter into (1), we ob-
tain the new form of this equation:
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
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
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
u(z) = 0:
(5)
We also rewrite the Neumann boundary conditions (2) in complex
variables. For this purpose, we use the relations
@u
@
j@K= z @u
@z
+ z
@u
@z
;
@mu
@m
j@K=

z
@u
@z
+ z
@u
@z
m
; m = 2; 3:
Finally, we have the following boundary conditions:
z2
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@z3
+ 2zz
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@z2@z
+ z2
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@z2@z
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@2u
@z2
+ 2z
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@z@z

j@K= F1(z); (6)

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+ 2zz
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@z@z2
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@z2@z
+ 2z
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@z2
+ 2z
@2u
@z@z

j@K= F2(z): (7)
Here, F1(z) and F2(z) are functions constructed with the help of specified
functions f1 2 C1;(@K) and f2 2 C(@K) from the Neumann conditions
(2).
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3.2. Solvability of Neumann problem (5), (6), (7) under
condition (3)
Note that the condition of improper ellipticity of Eq. (1) leads (with
regard for formulas (3) and (5)) to the conditions jkj < 1; k = 1; 2; 3; 4:
Obviously, the solution u(z) of Eq. (5) will have the following form:
u(z) = 1(z + 1z) + 2(z + 2z) + 3(z + 3z) + 4(z + 4z); (8)
where k; k = 1; 2; 3; 4 are certain functions fairly smooth and analytic
together with their derivatives. We find them from the boundary condi-
tions (6), (7). The principal role in this study will belong to lemma on
the representation of analytic functions.
Lemma 1. [11] Suppose that ;  are complex numbers such that:
jj < 1; jj < 1; 1 : K ! D1; 1 = z + z; 2 : K ! D2; 2 = z + z
are certain conformal mappings of the unit disk K in domains D1 and
D2, respectively. Further, let '(1) and  (2) be functions analytic and
continuous in D1 and D2, respectively. Then
'(z + z) = !(z) + !(z);  (z + z) = (z) + (z); (9)
where ! and  are analytic functions in the unit disk K.
We assume the functions 00k; k = 1; 2; 3; 4 to be analytic and contin-
uous in the corresponding domains of their definition. Applying Lemma
1 to them, we obtain
001(z + 1z) = !(z) + !(1z); 
00
2(z + 2z) = (z) + (2z);
003(z + 3z) = (z) + (3z); 
00
4(z + 4z) = (z) + (4z):
Here, ; ; ; ! are certain analytic functions in the unit disk, and, hence,
we can expand them in power series:
!(z) =
1X
k=1
Akz
k; !(1z) =
1X
k=1
Ak(1z)
k;
(z) =
1X
k=1
Bkz
k; (2z) =
1X
k=1
Bk(2z)
k; (10)
(z) =
1X
k=1
Ckz
k; (3z) =
1X
k=1
Ck(3z)
k;
(z) =
1X
k=1
Dkz
k; (4z) =
1X
k=1
Dk(4z)
k:
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3.3. Ascertainment of the Principal Result
We substitute the solution u(z) of the form (8) in (6) and (7). For
this purpose, we find:
@3u
@z3
= 0001 (z + 1z) + 
000
2 (z + 2z) + 
000
3 (z + 3z) + 
3
4
000
4 (z + 4z);
@3u
@z2@z
= 1
000
1 (z+1z)+2
000
2 (z+2z)+3
000
3 (z+3z)+
2
4
000
4 (z+4z);
@3u
@z@z2
= 21
000
1 (z+1z)+
2
2
000
2 (z+2z)+
2
3
000
3 (z+3z)+4
000
4 (z+4z);
@2u
@z2
= 001(z + 1z) + 
00
2(z + 2z) + 
00
3(z + 3z) + 
2
4
00
4(z + 4z);
@2u
@z@z
= 1
00
1(z+1z)+2
00
2(z+2z)+3
00
3(z+3z)+4
00
4(z+4z);
@3u
@z3
= 31
000
1 (z+1z) + 
3
2
000
2 (z+2z) + 
3
3
000
3 (z+3z) +
000
4 (z+4z);
@2u
@z2
= 21
00
1(z + 1z) + 
2
2
00
2(z + 2z) + 
2
3
00
3(z + 3z) + 
00
4(z + 4z):
Further, we expand the right-hand sides F1(z) and F2(z) of boundary
conditions in series on the boundary @K and denote their coefficients by
Fk and Gk , respectively: F1(z) =
P1
k=1 Fkz
k+
P1
k=1 F kz
k; F2(z) =P1
k=1Gkz
k +
P1
k=1G kz
k.
Then we obtain from the first boundary condition (6):
z2
 1X
k=1
Akkz
k 1 +
1X
k=1
Akk(1z)
k 1
+
1X
k=1
Bkkz
k 1 +
1X
k=1
Bkk(2z)
k 1 +
1X
k=1
Ckkz
k 1
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+
1X
k=1
Ckk(3z)
k 1 +
1X
k=1
Dkk
3
4(z)
k 1 +
1X
k=1
Dkk
3
4(4z)
k 1
!
+2zz
 1X
k=1
Akk1z
k 1 +
1X
k=1
Akk1(1z)
k 1 +
1X
k=1
Bk2kz
k 1
+
1X
k=1
Bk2k(2z)
k 1 +
1X
k=1
Ck3kz
k 1 +
1X
k=1
Ckk3(3z)
k 1
+
1X
k=1
Dkk
2
4(z)
k 1 +
1X
k=1
Dkk
2
4(4z)
k 1
!
+ 2z
 1X
k=1
Akk
2
1z
k 1
+
1X
k=1
Akk
2
1(1z)
k 1 +
1X
k=1
Bk
2
2kz
k 1 +
1X
k=1
Bk
2
2k(2z)
k 1
+
1X
k=1
Ck
2
3kz
k 1 +
1X
k=1
Ckk
2
3(3z)
k 1 +
1X
k=1
Dkk4(z)
k 1
+
1X
k=1
Dkk4(4z)
k 1
!
+ 2z
 1X
k=1
Akz
k +
1X
k=1
Ak(1z)
k
+
1X
k=1
Bkz
k +
1X
k=1
Bk(2z)
k
+
1X
k=1
Ckz
k +
1X
k=1
Ck(3z)
k +
1X
k=1
Dk
2
4(z)
k
+
1X
k=1
Dk
2
4(4z)
k
!
+ 2z
 1X
k=1
Ak1z
k +
1X
k=1
Ak1(1z)
k
+
1X
k=1
Bk2z
k +
1X
k=1
Bk2(2z)
k +
1X
k=1
Ck3z
k
+
1X
k=1
Ck3(3z)
k +
1X
k=1
Dk4(z)
k +
1X
k=1
Dk4(4z)
k
!
=
1X
k=1
Fkz
k +
1X
k=1
F kzk:
The second boundary condition (7) yields
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+
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+
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+
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+
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k=1
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k 1
+
1X
k=1
Bk2kz
k 1 +
1X
k=1
Bk2k(2z)
k 1 +
1X
k=1
Ck3kz
k 1
+
1X
k=1
Ckk3(3z)
k 1 +
1X
k=1
Dkk
2
4(z)
k 1 +
1X
k=1
Dkk
2
4(4z)
k 1
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k=1
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2
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k +
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k=1
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2
1(1z)
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k=1
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2
2z
k +
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Bk
2
2(2z)
k
+
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Ck
2
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k +
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k=1
Ck
2
3(3z)
k +
1X
k=1
Dk(z)
k +
1X
k=1
Dk(4z)
k
!
+2z
 1X
k=1
Ak1z
k +
1X
k=1
Ak1(1z)
k +
1X
k=1
Bk2z
k +
1X
k=1
Bk2(2z)
k
+
1X
k=1
Ck3z
k +
1X
k=1
Ck3(3z)
k +
1X
k=1
Dk4(z)
k +
1X
k=1
Dk4(4z)
k
!
=
1X
k=1
Gkz
k +
1X
k=1
G kzk:
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Using these two previous conditions, we arrive at four equations (two
equations from the first condition above and, correspondingly, two equa-
tions from the second condition above) for the coefficients of expansion
of the unknown functions (8):
Ak 1(k + 1) + 2Ak+1(k + 2)1 +Ak+3(k + 3)21 +Bk 1(k + 1)
+2Bk+1(k + 2)2 +Bk+3(k + 3)
2
2 + Ck 1(k + 1) + 2Ck+1(k + 2)3
+Ck+3(k + 3)
2
3 +Dk 1(k + 1)
k+1
4 + 2Dk+1
k+2
4 (k + 2)
+Dk+3
k+3
4 (k + 3) = Fk; (11)
Ak 1k1(k + 1) + 2Ak+1
k+1
1 (k + 2) +Ak+3
k+2
1 (k + 3) +Bk 1
k
2(k + 1)
+2Bk+1
k+1
2 (k+2)+Bk+3(k+3)
k+2
2 +Ck 1
k
1(k+1)+2Ck+1
k+1
1 (k+2)
+Ck+3(k + 3)
k+2
3 +Dk 1(k + 1)4 + 2Dk+1
2
4(k + 2)
+Dk+3
3
4(k + 3) = F k; (12)
Ak 11(k + 1) + 2Ak+121(k + 2)1 +Ak+3
3
1(k + 3)
2
1 +Bk 12(k + 1)
+2Bk+1
2
2(k + 2)2 +Bk+3
3
3(k + 3)
2
2 + Ck 13(k + 1)
+2Ck+1
2
3(k + 2)3 + Ck+3
3
3(k + 3)
2
3 +Dk 1(k + 1)
k
4
+2Dk+1
k+1
4 (k + 2) +Dk+3
k+2
4 (k + 3) = Gk; (13)
Ak 1k+11 (k + 1) + 2Ak+1
k+2
1 (k + 2) +Ak+3
k+3
1 (k + 3)
+Bk 1k+12 (k + 1) + 2Bk+1
k+2
2 (k + 2) +Bk+3(k + 3)
k+3
2
+Ck 1k+11 (k+1)+2Ck+1
k+2
1 (k+2)+Ck+3(k+3)
k+3
3 +Dk 1(k+1)
+2Dk+14(k + 2) +Dk+3
2
4(k + 3) = G k: (14)
To investigate further the system of recursive equations (11)–(14), we
introduce the following auxiliary sequences of vectors:
Mk = (Ak; Bk; Ck; Dk)
T ; Sk = (Fk; F k; Gk; G k)T :
Then we may represent system (11)–(14) in the following matrix form
k
 
Mk 1 + 21234Mk+1 + 21
2
2
2
3
2
4Mk+3

= Sk; (15)
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here
k =
0BB@
1 1 1 k+14
1 2 3 
k
4
k1 
k
2 
k
3 4
k+11 
k+1
2 
k+1
3 1
1CCA : (16)
Thus, the sufficient condition of solvability of Eq. (15) and, hence,
the Neumann problem (1), (2) is
detk 6= 0; 8k: (17)
Note that a similar condition arose in paper [5], where conditions of
the existence and uniqueness of solution of the Dirichlet problem for
improperly elliptic Eq. (1) with condition (3) were investigated. The
solution of (15) exists because, according to (17), there exists  1k ;8k:
Performing the substitution
Tk = 
 1
k  Sk; k = 1234;
we rewrite Eq. (15) in the form
Mk 1 + 2Mk+1 + 2Mk+3 = Tk: (18)
The obtained vector equation (18) is a fourth-order recursive equation
with constant coefficients (see [12]). Its solution Mk , according to the
Moivre formulas [12], has the form
Mk = Q1(k   1)

i
1=2
k
+ kQ2(k   1)

i
1=2
k
+Q3(k   1)
  i
1=2
k
+kQ4(k   1)
  i
1=2
k
+ F ( 1k  Sk);
where Qj(k   1); j = 1; : : : ; 4; are certain vector polynomials and F
is function, depending from right-hand part Sk. Hence, we have es-
tablished the sufficient conditions of existence of the analytic functions
(8) (formulas for the sequences Mk = (Ak; Bk; Ck; Dk)T of coefficients
Ak; Bk; Ck; Dk; k = 1; 2; : : : ; of the expansions of these functions have
been constructed) and, therefore, of the existence of a solution of the
Neumann problem (1), (2) in the form (8). Thus, we have proved the fol-
lowing theorem of sufficient conditions of the solvability of the Neumann
problem (1), (2) for fourth-order improperly elliptic equations with the
condition (3).
Now, let us study the asymptotic behavior of the determinant of ma-
trix (16) for sufficiently large k. Let j1j > j2j > j3j and 1 = 21 ; 1 =
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3
1
; 1 = 14. Then, by virtue of (3), j1j < 1; j1j < 1; and j1j < 1;
we have
detk = 
k+1
1 det
0BB@
1 1 1 k+1
1 1 1 
k
1
1 k1 
k
1 1
1 k+11 
k+1
1 1
1CCA! (1  1)(1   1) 6= 0:
(19)
The fact that condition (17) does not hold for at least some k (i.e., the
kernel is nontrivial) is illustrated by the following example. In (19), let
k = 3; 1 = 2=3; 2 =  1=2; 3 = 0 and 4 = 1=2; i.e., 1 =  3=4; 1 =
0; and 1 = 1=3: Then det4 = 0: Thus, for improperly elliptic equations
satisfying condition (3), condition (17) does not satisfied only for finitely
many k (so, condition (17) is true almost everywhere); consequently, in
this case, the kernel of the Neumann problem (1), (2) is finite- dimensional
and has
0 6= d =
1X
k=4
(4  rankk);
linearly independent elements (for the Dirichlet problem these elements
have built in paper [6, see lemma 1]). Such a way we are coming to
Theorem 1. [13] Suppose that Eq. (1) is improperly elliptic, and 1; 2;
3; 4 are the roots of corresponding characteristic equation satisfying the
conditions
Im1 > 0; Im2 > 0; Im3 > 0; Im4 < 0; (3)
and k 6= j ; for k 6= j; and j 6= i; 8j = 1; : : : ; 4. Let also
1 =  1   i
1 + i
; 2 =  2   i
2 + i
; 3 =  3   i
3 + i
; 4 =  4 + i
4   i :
satisfy the condition (16) and (17):
detk =
0BB@
1 1 1 k+14
1 2 3 
k
4
k1 
k
2 
k
3 4
k+11 
k+1
2 
k+1
3 1
1CCA 6= 0: (20)
Suppose also that the functions f1 2 C1;(@K) and f2 2 C(@K);
0 <  < 1; from conditions (2) are specied on the boundary @K and
can be prolonged to analytic functions in the disk K and outside it. Then
the Neumann problem (1), (2) will have a solution in the space C4(K)\
C3;(K), which can be represented as
u(z) = 1(z + 1z) + 2(z + 2z) + 3(z + 3z) + 4(z + 4z);
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where k; k = 1; 2; 3; 4 are certain functions fairly smooth and analytic
together with their derivatives and the column vector
Mk = (Ak; Bk; Ck; Dk)
T of coecients Ak; Bk; Ck; Dk; k = 1; 2; : : : of
the expansion of functions k; k = 1; 2; 3; 4 is determined by the Moivre
formulas
Mk = Q1(k   1)

i
1=2
k
+ kQ2(k   1)

i
1=2
k
+Q3(k   1)
  i
1=2
k
+ kQ4(k   1)
  i
1=2
k
+ F ( 1k  Sk);
with certain vector polynomials Qj(k   1); j = 1; : : : ; 4 and function F ,
depending from right-hand part Sk.
Moreover, conditions (20) hold almost everywhere and the kernel of
the Neumann problem (1), (2) is nite- dimensional and has
0 6= d =
1X
k=4
(4  rankk);
linearly independent elements.
3.4. Improperly Elliptic Equations Satisfying Condition (4)
Consider the complex numbers k defined on the basis of the roots
k; k = 1; : : : ; 4, of the characteristic equation by the formulas:
1 =  1   i
1 + i
; 2 =  2   i
2 + i
; 3 =  3   i
3 + i
; 4 =  4   i
4 + i
: (21)
In this case Eq. (5) will has the form:

@
@z
  1 @
@z

@
@z
  2 @
@z

@
@z
  3 @
@z

@
@z
  4 @
@z

u(z) = 0:
(22)
The solution u(z) of Eq. (22) can be represented by the formula:
u(z) = 1(z + 1z) + 2(z + 2z) + 3(z + 3z) + 4(z + 2z); (23)
where k; k = 1; 2; 3; 4 are certain functions fairly smooth and analytic
together with their derivatives. We find them from the boundary condi-
tions (6), (7) with the help of lemma 1. Further, we use the technique,
proposed above for the class (3) of improperly elliptic equations, and
arrive at to the system of recursive equations in matrix form:
k
 
Mk 1 + 21234Mk+1 + 21
2
2
2
3
2
4Mk+3

= Sk: (24)
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This system is analog Eq. (15) but matrix k has another form:
n = det
0BB@
1 1 1 1
1 2 3 4
n 11 
n 1
2 
n 1
3 
n 1
4
n1 
n
2 
n
3 
n
4
1CCA ; n > 3: (25)
Let j1j > j2j > j3j > j4j;  = 21 ;  =
3
1
;  = 41 ; and, in
addition, jj < 1; jj < 1; jj < 1: Let us study the asymptotic behavior
of the determinant (25) for sufficiently large n:
n = 
n
1det
0BB@
1 1 1 1
1   
1 n 1 n 1 n 1
1 n n n
1CCA  0: (26)
In the paper [6] there has been proved the following result.
Lemma 2. [6] Let Eq. (1) be elliptic but improperly elliptic with
condition (4) for the roots. Then the corresponding Dirichlet problem
has countably many linearly independent polynomial solutions.
Thus, for improperly elliptic equations satisfying condition (4), the
kernel of the corresponding Dirichlet problem (so that the kernel of the
Neumann problem (1), (2)) is infinite-dimensional and can be described
with the use of polynomials of the form (23).
From formula (26) and lemma 2 we are coming to the conclusion that
there does not exist  1n , so, the equation (24) is not solvable and corre-
sponding Neumann problem is not Fredholm problem (or it is irregular
problem).
Theorem 2. Suppose that Eq. (1) is improperly elliptic, and 1; 2; 3;
4 are the roots of corresponding characteristic equation satisfying the
conditions
Im1 > 0; Im2 > 0; Im3 > 0; Im4 > 0 (4)
and k 6= j ; for k 6= j; and j 6= i; 8j = 1; : : : ; 4. Let also
1 =  1   i
1 + i
; 2 =  2   i
2 + i
; 3 =  3   i
3 + i
; 4 =  4   i
4 + i
:
Then the Neumann problem (1), (2) has innite-dimensional kernel
and it is not Fredholm problem.
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4. Conclusions
In the present paper it has been investigated the Neumann problem
in a disk for all classes of improperly elliptic fourth order differential
equation in general case, that is roots 1; 2; 3; 4 are different, do not
equal i; and satisfy conditions:
Im1 > 0; Im2 > 0; Im3 > 0; Im4 < 0; (3)
Im1 > 0; Im2 > 0; Im3 > 0; Im4 > 0: (4)
We expanded the methods of investigations of our previous works
[6, 7], which were applied for studying the Dirichlet and properly elliptic
Neumann problems for the case of improperly elliptic Neumann problem.
In this paper we have obtained sufficient condition for existence of solu-
tion of posed Neumann problem in the first case of improperly elliptic
equations (which satisfy conditions (3)) and we have proved that in the
second case of improperly elliptic equations (which satisfy conditions (4))
correspondent Neumann problem (1), (2) is irregular problem.
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